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THEORY OF THE FIRM UNDER
UNCERTAINTY:
Financing, Attitude to Risk and Output Behavior
MICHAL BAUER
Abstract
The paper examines the risk behavior of a competitive firm under price uncertainty. In the
model developed in the paper we have departed from the thought-provoking approach of
Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993a), which implies solely risk averse behavior of firms due to its
restrictive assumptions about firm’s financing. Through the incorporation of other plausible
and more general assumptions about the firm’s financing (namely the access to the equity
market, possible existence of soft budget constraint) we were able to theoretically formulate
the conditions, under which the firm is induced to behave in more risk averse vs. risky
manner. While the firm’s attitude to risk directly influences its willingness to produce, our
results indicate that in the environment of uncertainty the price and technology are not the
only important determinants of the firm’s optimal output level as is the case for the
neoclassical theory of firm. The results of our model have shown that additional factors like
firm’s net worth position, sensitivity of managers to bankruptcy, firm’s ability to raise new
equity, softness of the budget constraint and degree of uncertainty about the future prices may
play an important role for firm’s optimal output considerations.
JEL Classification: D21, D81, G32.
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“We live only by knowing something about the
future, while the problems of life, or of conduct at
least, arise from the fact that we know so little. This
is true of business as of other spheres of activity. The
essence of the situation is action according to
opinion, of greater or less foundation or value,
neither entire ignorance nor complete and perfect
information, but partial knowledge. If we are to
understand the workings of the economic system we
must examine the meaning and significance of
uncertainty.” (Knight, 1922, p.199)
In the previous decades there is clear tendency in the economic literature to remove the
traditional assumption in the theory of firm, which says, that the demand for the products is
known with certainty at the time when the output decision is made. The uncertain character of
environment in which the firm has to operate has become a critical component in the theories
of firm. It was shown on number of places (e.g. Sandmo, 1971, Leland, 1972) that firm’s
attitude to bear the inherent risk of production has important effects on the firm’s willingness
to produce, i.e. on its choice of optimal level of production. However, these older papers (and
also the contemporary microeconomic textbooks, e.g. Gravelle and Rees, 1992) take the
attitude to risk as an exogenous characteristic associated with production “black box” called
firm. In compliance with the recent development of new institutional understanding of firm it
is hardly acceptable to consider the firm as an individual with simple utility function.
There are number of more recent papers, which relate the firm’s attitude to risk with the
financing considerations. In fact, they use the following logical framework for explaining the
firm’s risk behavior: financing → attitude to risk → optimal level of output. The New
Keynesians (Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1993a) base their theory of risk-averse firm on
asymmetric information between managers and capital providers, which in their models of
firm leads to the firm’s reliance on the usage of debt related with bankruptcy risk. Their
theory of risk-averse firm is a key ingredient in New Keynesian economics when explaining
the existence of long-lasting business cycles in the economy.
The risk-seeking behavior of firms resulting from too easy access to debt-financing from the
state-owned banks (soft budget constraint), which lead to the extensive accumulation of bad
loans, was a central policy issue in the transition economies (Kornai, Maskin and Roland,
2003). The collapse of the banking sector in Asia in 1990s can be usefully thought in terms of
the over-risky behavior and soft budget constraint as well (Krugman, 1998).
However, in all these papers the concept of firm under uncertainty is a part of the model with
the primer focus to explain certain phenomena on the macroeconomic level (business cycles,
troubles of the banking sector in the transition countries, the nature of the Asian crises).
Although they capture important patterns of firm’s risk behavior, we will attempt to show,
that they focus rather on the specific types of constraints or conditions of firm’s financing. As
a result they do not provide a complete picture of the determinants of the firm’s attitude to
risk and thus optimal output level under uncertainty. This is the gap this paper will aim to
tackle.The aim of paper is to develop a comprehensive model of firm, which would include all the
important parameters, which influence, if the firm behaves in risk averse, risk neutral or risk-
seeking manner. In this way we will incorporate additional determinants for the firm’s
decision-making about optimal output, which are based on the uncertain character of the
environment.
At the beginning of the paper we will conceptually clarify the term uncertainty and we will
briefly evaluate the existing theories of firm from perspective of our major question: What are
the major determinants of the firm’s attitude to risk and therefore of the firm’s willingness to
produce under uncertainty? Consequently, we will construct a new model of firm departing
from Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993a), but free of limitations identified in the comparative
section of the paper. We will argue that changes in financing (net worth position, possibility
to raise new equity, softness of the budget constraint) and the perception of risk faced by firm
can explain all types of attitude to risk (risk averse, risk neutral and risk-seeking behavior)
and can potentially have large effects on the optimal output level.
2)  Uncertainty and its sources: Firm’s perspective
Before we start to deal with the theory of firm and build our model let’s clarify the term
uncertainty, attitude to risk and point out on possible sources of risk, because the
understanding of these issues is often ambiguous for different streams of thoughts.
In the economic literature we can identify two different distinctions in this respect. Firstly,
Dosi and Edigi (1991) in analogy to Herbert Simon propose procedural and substantive
uncertainty. Substantive uncertainty results from “the lack of all the information which would
be necessary to make decisions with certain outcomes.” On the other hand, the procedural
uncertainty arises from “limitations on the computational and cognitive capabilities of the
agents to pursue unambiguously their objectives, given the available information” (Dosi and
Edigi, 1991, p. 145).
Secondly, Dequech (1997) draws the dividing line between weak and strong, substantive
uncertainty. Strong uncertainty, in contrast to weak uncertainty (Knightian risk) is
characterized by the absence of unique and fully reliable probability distributions. The
individual is not viewed as capable of having probability distribution functions over a set of
possible outcomes. This strong or fundamental uncertainty (Knightian uncertainty) is
connected with non-predetermined structural change and creativity. The list of possible events
is not predetermined or knowable ex ante and is yet to be created.
The aim of the paper is to investigate into the systemic determinants of attitude to risk, not to
base explanations on structural changes, because it is something from definition hardly
explainable. At the same moment, time and uncertainty is an integral part of economic reality
and omitting these facts is like play Hamlet without Hamlet. In our paper we will focus on a
firm, which is able to optimize or tries to. The general playground for our rational firm will be
weak substantive uncertainty (probabilistic approach). The following are the major reasons.
Firstly, while even the weak form of uncertainty has significant effects on behavior firm, there
is no need to go towards stronger uncertainty. We would lose some of the principal tools of
economics and the desired results would lose some of its clarity once we would attempt to
employ fundamental or procedural uncertainty. As Maskin and Tirole (1999, p. 106) point
out, the economists made only a little progress towards modeling bounded rationality based
on stronger types of uncertainty.Secondly, and probably more importantly, the time horizon in firm’s decision-making is not
so long so that the decision-makers would have to include into their considerations
fundamental changes in environment. In other words, in reality weak and strong type of
uncertainty are present in parallel and each is more relevant for the analysis of different
situations. In our opinion the probabilistic one plays a major role in firm’s decision-making
although the relative weights might be different for the analysis of, for example, the economic
history with longer time horizon.
Let’s also define different attitudes to risk. If the decision-maker (e.g. firm) values the
uncertain outcomes by their expected values, than we consider it as risk-neutral. If the
uncertain outcomes are valued less than is their expected value, than we say the firm is risk
averse. The risk averse firm takes the uncertainty as a harmful thing and associates additional
“costs” to uncertainty. On the other hand, risk-seeking firm prefers the uncertain outcomes to
its expected value. Such a firm considers the uncertainty as a beneficial feature of the
environment.
The interplay between uncertainty related to the productive activity of firms and financing
arises from a simple fact: most production takes time. The cost of investment or inputs must
be incurred before the revenue is obtained from the sale of its output. This implies that every
production plan must be accompanied by financing considerations (Magill, 1996). The reason
of this is the fact, that uncertainty about the future has not lead to a trading system with very
complex long term commitments, but to a trading system of repeated sequential trading using
much simpler short-term contracts that allow agents to make commitments as information
reveals. Production in general takes time so that firms need to make detailed forward plans for
the supply of commodities without the benefit of forward commitments to buy on the part of
consumers. In fact, the firms face incomplete markets as there are no future markets for their
products. This trading system imposes a risk on the decision making of a firm.
As a consequence there are two types of contracts within a firm (Magill, 1996):
•  those which are used for organizing (coordinating) production activity and
•  those which are used for transferring (redistributing) income over time and across
unforeseen events.
The first category includes all the supply and delivery contracts signed between firms,
between firms and government, and between firms and individuals, as well as contracts
between firms and employees. These contracts are necessary for running a firm, but every
such contract imposes a risk on a firm. However, as such it does not solve the uncertainty in
contrary to the second type of contracts. The second type includes mainly lending contracts
(bonds) and equity contracts, in general the contracts with capital providers. The firm
transfers the financial risk coming from the first type of contracts on providers of financing,
because the firm as such is a legal abstraction. Therefore we will focus on the interface
between the firm represented by managers and capital providers in our search for the
determinants of attitude to risk and firm’s output behavior.
3)  Existing concepts of firm behavior under uncertainty in a nutshell
This section should, firstly, provide us a brief overview of the existing concepts of firms
which are of the highest relevance for our core question and from which we will depart from
when constructing the model and secondly, endow us with a justification for the assumptions
we will use in section 4).a.  Standard theory of firm under uncertainty with assumed risk aversion
The traditional neoclassical theory base the behavior of firm solely on the simple valuation
maximization principle. Firms are assumed to either operate in uncertainty-free environment,
because there is not aspect of time, or the firm behavior is not affected by uncertainty,
because firms are assumed to be risk-neutral. The optimal output level is chosen so as to
satisfy the equality of marginal costs of production and price of output.
The first theoretical stream, which systematically examined the effects of output price
uncertainty on production decisions of firms, is usually called standard theory of firm under
uncertainty (Sandmo, 1971, Coes, 1977, Quiggin, 2001, Hau, 2003). It removes the traditional
neoclassical assumption that the demand for products is known with certainty at the time
when output decision is made. This assumption is usually embodied in the objective function
of firm, which maximizes the expected profits. These authors do not consider this assumption
as satisfactory as it completely rules out risk averse behavior. Instead, it is assumed that firm’s
attitude towards risk can be summarized by a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function,
which, beside other properties, is increasing in profit 0 ) ( ' > π v  and marginal utility of profit is
decreasing in profit  0 ) ( ' ' < π v  . The firm is therefore assumed to be risk averse.
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For a risk neutral firm the covariance item will be equal to zero, because marginal utility
would remain constant independently on the development of uncertain price (and thus profit).
Therefore, the risk-neutral firm chooses the optimal output at the level, which equalizes the
expected price and present value of marginal costs. If the expected price is taken as equal to
the mean price, the level of output that would be produced by the risk neutral producer facing
price uncertainty is the same as the level of output under price certainty.
In the standard theory of firm under uncertainty the firm is assumed to be risk averse. As a
consequence the firm will have negative covariance between the marginal utility of owner’s
income, because increased price will decrease marginal utility of income. Hence the
difference between expected price and present value of marginal costs must be positive. Since
it is assumed that marginal costs are increasing this implies that the optimal output is smaller
than for risk neutral firm.
The principal result of this concept is the demonstration that 1) optimal output for risk averse
firm is less facing an uncertain demand than it would be in case the firm faced certain price of
                                                          
1 This shift from expected profit in theory of firm to the expected utility of profit very
much resembles the shift in consumer theory from expected value to expected utility originally
suggested by Daniel Bernoulli almost three centuries ago via his so called Petersburg’s
paradox.the same expected value or if the firm were risk neutral and 2) with more risky distribution of
prices (stretching of the probability distribution around constant mean) the risk averse firm
reduces output.
These concepts thus clearly demonstrate that the attitude to risk has significant impact on the
firm’s behavior. However, this concept has also several weaknesses. It keeps the “black-box”
approach of modeling firm as a production set with aversion to risk.  Already Sandmo (1971,
p.73) pointed out that “The firm makes its output decisions with sole regard for short-run
profits and does not consider the relationship between this output policy and long-run policies
for investment and finance. In a sense, it is a weakness of the model that it takes no account of
this interrelatedness... Investment and financing decisions can hardly be given adequate
treatment in the present framework” The standard model of firm under uncertainty does not
attempt to explain the aversion to risk, it simple assumes its existence and as consequence
firm produces less
2.
The aim of the paper is to find determinants of the firm’s aversion to risk, which influences
the willingness to produce. In this respect this type of models gives hardly any clue.
Therefore, we will make another step and we will trace the relationship between financing and
attitude to risk.
b.  New Keynesians
For the New Keynesians
3 represented by Greenwald and Stiglitz an explicit theory of capital
structure is a central issue for the firm behavior and its attitude to risk. Greenwald and Stiglitz
consider the manager’s decision-making between debt and equity as closely related to
information asymmetries on the capital market and they use the signaling argument for
financing decisions of firm.
With equity, the firm shares risk with those who provide finance and the firm has no fixed
obligation to repay. But debt is unforgiving if things go poorly. Failure to make the fixed
payments on time thus results in bankruptcy. The fact that significant proportion of the firm’s
capital is usually financed by debt in spite of the seeming advantages of equity is explained by
asymmetric information between the firm issuing the shares and the investors which consider
the issuing of the new shares as negative signal due to the lack of information. Therefore, the
market value of the firm will tend to decline.
Moreover, those who know that the market overvalues their shares are supposed to be the
most anxious to sell additional shares. Issuing equity is thus treated as a negative signal and
the equity market cannot be considered as equally possible source of financing. Just as in the
famous lemon’s market of Akerlof (1970), adverse selection preclude any trade and the equity
market thus “may break down or be severely limited” (Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1990, p.160).
                                                          
2 For more details and references on further development of this stream see Bauer
(2005).
3 The detailed delimitation of New Keynesians from other streams of Keynesians, which
will be respected also in this paper, can be found in Greenwald and Stiglitz (1987, 1993).
Another important representatives to this line of research is, for example, Ackerloff and
Yellen (1985).As consequence of this extreme approach towards the possibility of equity financing the New
Keynesians claim that firms will tend to be strongly risk averse, because they do not have
access to equity finance and are therefore pushed to debt finance with fixed repayments. In
their models (see below) of firm behavior if firms want to obtain more capital, to invest or to
increase production, they must borrow the finance and thus expose themselves to a
considerable risk, including the risk of bankruptcy.
Theory of risk averse firm
Now we will turn our attention to the question, how (based on the signaling argument)
according to Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993a) risk considerations affect firms’ production
decisions. The firm cannot raise equity and it is financed by debt. The debt imposes on the
firm risk of bankruptcy and there are personal costs for managers related to bankruptcy. Their
value and reputation on the managers’ market may be harmed, because it is usually not
possible to distinguish, if the bankruptcy is caused by bad management or adverse market
conditions. Firms thus take the bankruptcy costs into account in their production decisions.
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Greenwald and Stiglitz’s bond-financed firm. With debt there is the probability of bankruptcy
and with positive probability of bankruptcy there are positive bankruptcy costs (risk
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certainty there would be no probability of bankruptcy, no risk premium and the firm would
produce more. As the extremely high level of bond-financing is assumed, the resulting risk
premium 
i
t ρ  is also extremely high making the firm very extensively risk averse and
producing correspondingly low level of production.
The Chart 1 illustrates graphically the logic we have just explained.
                                                          
4 The equation has slightly different notation than in the original paper in order to be
compatible with other concepts explained in this paper.Chart 1.  Greenwald and Stiglitz’s firm supply
The theory of risk averse firm is for New Keynesians a critical part of their explanation of
economic cycles. It is not the main concern of this paper to draw the macroeconomic
consequences of the firm’s risk behavior, but in case of New Keynesians it may help to
understand why they are in certain aspects too extreme.
Through the theory of risk averse firm New Keynesians explain why each firm’s supply curve
and hence the aggregate supply curve (the amount that they are willing to produce at each
level of prices) should shift markedly as the economy goes into recession (decrease in
aggregate demand) and thus creating significant fluctuations in output. The decrease in
demand for a firm’s products decrease its prices, reduces its net worth, worsens their liquidity
position. The riskiness of production has increased, the firm’s willingness and ability to bear
that risk has decreased due to nominal fixed repayments and increased bankruptcy costs. With
greater perceived risk and lower wealth, the firm reduces its demand for inputs (with adverse
effect on asset and liquidity position of other firms), which translates into a further reduction
in production. In this way new Keynesians illustrate how the risk averse theory of firm can
explain how the shock to the economy, whether real or monetary, can have real, large and
persistent effects (more in Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1993a). In fact, the higher is the firm’s
aversion to risk the more it reacts on the fluctuations of prices due the business cycle and
consequently further exacerbate the cycle. This is the reason why New Keynesians need a
firm with strong aversion to risk.
Limitations
Although their model nicely relates the financing and attitude to risk, in our opinion
Greenwald and Stiglitz it is too restrictive about the firm’s capital structure possibilities when
saying that bond-financing is in fact the only feasible option for additional financing. The
most of the financial theorists (e.g. Myers and Majluf, 1984) even within the signaling
approach to capital structure understand the information asymmetries as explanation for
conditions when firm may refuse to issue equity and prefer debt. However, they are far from
claiming that this may cause a breakdown of the equity market and make debt the principal
option for financing. As Myers (2001, p.81) points out: “there is no universal theory of the
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* 0In the following section we will use the example of agency theory and their incentive
argument and we will show that both, debt and equity might have their advantages and
disadvantages and thus the possibility of using equity should not be omitted in the models of
firms.
c.  Agency theory
Jensen and Meckling (1976) originated the incentive argument. They developed a theory of
the firm, with specific emphasis on capital structure. The separation of owner and control give
rise to agency costs. According to Jensen and Meckling, there are agency costs associated
with both equity financing and debt financing. Issuing equity dilutes the manager’s incentives
and invites slack. To the extent the monitoring is costly the manager can enjoy greater on-the-
job consumption (perquisites). They assume that the firm is partially owned by the managers.
If 50 percent of the firm is owned by outsiders, manager considers each wasted dollar as costs
amounting only fifty cents. A way to avoid this effect is to use debt rather than equity to
finance the expansion. On the other hand highly levered firm imposes excessive agency costs
associated with bankruptcy on debt holders. Also the managers have to bear a personal
bankruptcy costs similar to those considered by New Keynesians. Putting the effects (agency
costs) of incentive dilution from issuing a new equity and bankruptcy costs produces a trade-
off. The optimal mix of debt and equity is the situation, when the total agency costs are
minimized, i.e. marginal agency costs of each category is equalized.
Grossmann and Hart (1982) developed a formal agency model with a professional manager,
who has little or no stake in the firm and who controls the allocation of funds raised either
through equity or debt. The professional manager decides how much to invest in a project
with uncertain returns and how much to divert to private consumption (e.g. perks, status). The
trade-off for the managers is between higher streams of private benefits versus higher risk of
bankruptcy. The key point of the paper is that since manager has to bear bankruptcy costs,
debt financing may be used as an incentive instrument as in Jensen and Meckling (1976). The
choice of the debt-equity mix is influenced by this incentive effect as well as the risk that the
manager will have to carry. Too much debt imply excessive risk for managers, while too little
will encourage misuse of the funds.
Although agency theory has attempted to build rich theoretical foundation of capital structure
and the justification of usage both, debt and equity, unfortunately it does not focus on deriving
the implications on firm’s attitude to risk and output behavior under uncertainty.
d.  Soft budget constraint concept
The soft budget constraint concept is closely related to debt financing and it is able to provide
a theoretical justification for, among other things, risk seeking behavior of firm. This kind of
behavior is not explainable within the framework of the above mentioned theories of firm.
This is the reason why will introduce this concept and will try to incorporate the option that
firm is not facing the hard budget constraint in our model.
In practice, a number of different definitions of the soft budget constraint have been used in
the literature. The most general one is provided in Kornai, Maskin, Roland (2003, p. 1097).
The firm “faces a hard budget constraint as long as it does not receive support from other
organizations to cover its deficit and is obliged to reduce or cease its activity if deficit persists.The soft budget constraint phenomenon occurs if one or more supporting organizations are
ready to cover all or part of the deficit.”
It was shown in extensive literature, that soft budget constraint concept is relevant also in the
economic environment based on private ownership (e.g. Schaffer, 1998; Djankov, Murrel,
2002). It is not rare for firms in private ownership to get direct or indirect financial support.
The support may have different forms, e.g. direct governmental bailouts, relaxed repayment
terms from banks. This has been particularly evident in post-socialist transition where
privatization has not ended the practice of bailouts or in East Asia before the crises in 1997,
where, as Krugman (1998) argues, the government implicitly provided guarantees to private
investments.
Although much of the literature (Schleifer and Vishny, 1994, Dewatripont and Maskin, 1995)
gives the attention to the issue of motives of supporting organization and its inability to make
a credible ex-ante promise not to support the firm (or other organization), we will focus on the
consequences on the firm behavior, because for us a crucial feature of the soft budget
constraint is that the support is not completely unexpected and therefore it has important
consequences on manager’s decisions. In fact, the soft budget constraint can be considered as
a specific form of moral hazard situation resulting from the option of the firm not to fully
meet its debt obligations.
An important softening instrument in the market economy is some form of credit. Let’s look
at how the relationship between firm and bank may look like for allowing us to say that firm
faces soft budget constraint. Firstly, the relaxed repayment terms to banks may have the form
of governmental guarantees (Krugman, 1998).
Secondly, state-owned banks may apply paternalistic economic policy and give firms an easy
access to credit even if they are in the troublesome financial situation.
Thirdly (Dewatripont and Maskin, 1995), the banks might not require the full repayment or
they might provide refinancing for the production or investment project which in the first
period turns out to be unprofitable. If the firm operation would discontinue, the bank would
lose its past loans. In case the bank considers the prospects of the project in the second period
as sufficiently good, it may decide to refinance it, because the first-period financing is now a
sunk costs and the return to the bank after refinancing the second period is greater than if the
bank forces the firm to bankruptcy proceeding.
As consequence of all these forms the managers “discount” the value of debt, because they
expect that they will not be forced to repay it in case the firm gets into trouble. The ability of
firms to buy inputs without fully repaying them can significantly alter demand for these inputs
and the level of output produced. As pointed out in Kornai, Maskin, Roland (2003) or
Krugman (1998)
5 the soft budget constraint induce the firms towards higher level of
investment and production levels by reducing the downside risk to the firm. The firm can
anticipate the assistance from the supporting organization in case the uncertain revenues turn
out to be poor. As a consequence the firms overinvest and concentrate on risky projects and
the overall economy may expand too extensively from the perspective of economic efficiency.
                                                          
5 Although Paul Krugman in this article does not reference to soft budget constraint, his
model, which attempts to explain the Asian crises in 1998, is based on financial
intermediaries with implicit guarantees and thus can be considered in terms of the soft budget
constraint syndrome as well.On the other hand the soft budget constraint resulting from the relationship with a private
bank is hardly sustainable in the longer time horizon, because also the private banks face their
budget constraint. If there is no permanent interference of the state institution which would
provide the financial support either to the firm or to its bank, the firm will have to face the
hard budget constraint in the long time horizon.
e.  Summary
At this point we will summarize what the above-examined theories of firm, which work with
the uncertainty, can and cannot say to our original question about the determinants of the
firm’s attitude to risk and its output behavior. This exercise should help us in identifying the
gaps, which the model that we will develop in the remaining part of the paper will attempt to
challenge. Table 1 illustrates the position of those theories of firm within our ”Financing→
Attitude to risk→ Output behavior” framework.
In the neoclassical microeconomics the uncertainty is either assumed
6 to be non-existent in
the economic environment, because the agents can perfectly foresight the future events, or
alternatively, the uncertainty is present, the agents are assumed to be risk-neutral and they
maximize the expected value of the profits. As result, for both cases (certainty case and risk-
neutral producer) the optimal quantity 
*
n r q −  is chosen so as to satisfy the equivalence of price
and present value of marginal costs.
The standard theory of firm under uncertainty assumes that the firm is governed by the
concave utility function, i.e. it assumes that firm is risk averse. Their models clearly
demonstrate the relationship between the firm’s attitude to risk and its output behavior. Their
risk-averse firm produces lower level of output than the neoclassical risk-neutral firm.
However, the concavity of utility function and thus the risk aversion is assumed and no
satisfactory explanation for this characteristic is provided.
An important step forward is made by the New Keynesians (Greenwald and Stiglitz). They
relate the firm’s attitude to risk with financing issues and they show that if the firm can be
financed solely through loans its behavior will be strongly risk averse and the firm will thus
produce less than neoclassical risk-neutral producer. New Keynesians consider this behavior
as one of the critical features of the firm behavior in general.
With the help of agency theory argument towards capital structure (and references to other
approaches) we have shown the rationale for the usage of equity-financing as well. In this
way we have questioned the extreme assumption of Greenwald and Stiglitz’s model (1993a)
about the dominant role of debt in the financing of the firm. To the knowledge of the author,
the agency theory and also none of other new institutional theories models the relationship
between financing and firm’s attitude to risk. Therefore based on the agency theory concepts
it is hardly possible to state any conditions under which the firm behave or not behave in the
risk averse manner with appropriate consequences on output decisions.
The soft budget constraint literature adds another piece to the picture, which has not been
covered in any of the above mentioned concepts. It demonstrates that if the firm faces soft
                                                          
6 In the Table 1 we denote the assumptions as “A” and the results of the models as “P”
(propositions).budget constraint, it is induced to behave in the risk seeking manner with extensive
production levels. But in the market economy this can last only in the short run time horizon.
Table 1. Summary of the theories of firm under uncertainty
Financing Attitude to risk Output behavior
Neoclassical firm Ø A: certainty
A’: risk neutral
P:  ) (
*
n r q MC p − =
Standard theory of firm
under uncertainty
Ø A: risk averse P: 
* *
n r a r q q − − <
New Keynesians A: B>0
     E=0
P: risk averse P: 
* *
n r B q q − <
Agency theory P: B>0
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To sum up, the most useful departure for answering our original question are the models of
Greenwald and Stiglitz (New Keynesians). However, they are over-restrictive in terms of their
assumptions and thus do not include all important aspects for firm behavior under uncertainty.
We will attempt to enrich the Greenwald and Stiglitz’s specific model for the usage of equity
and the possibility of SBC and hence cover all important determinants of the attitude to risk
and output behavior under uncertainty.
4)  Assumptions of the model
In the remaining part of the paper we will develop our own model, which will try to address
the limitations in the existing concepts we have identified above. As we have pointed the
model has a number of similar features with the models of Greenwald and Stiglitz. We will
therefore use their terminology and notations (when possible) for the sake of easier
comparison. However, we are convinced that our model goes significantly beyond their
simplified models as it does not have the ambition to provide microeconomic foundation for
the macroeconomic theories.
The aim of the model described below is to provide more plastic microeconomic picture of
firm behavior through abandoning Greenwald’s and Stiglitz’s assumption about the
breakdown of equity market. In this setting their theory of firm will look like a specific case
of the model presented below. Another contribution of this model should be the incorporation
of the basic insights in this area from the soft budget constraint literature, which explains the
risk seeking behavior of firms. The following model, therefore, attempts to unify the existing
models and concepts dealing with the relationship between financing and firm’s attitude to
risk. The differences in relation to Greenwald and Stiglitz’s models, neoclassical theory of
firm and standard theory of firm under uncertainty will be discussed in more detail throughout
the model.
In this section 4) we will explicitly state the core assumptions of the model. Consequently we
will explain basic relations between our variables and using the financing toolbox we will
graphically illustrate the impact of different parameters like net worth position, new shares,
interest rate and degree of price uncertainty on the probability of bankruptcy. In the section 6)
we will define the objective function of the firm and we will briefly discuss its theoretical
justification. The objective function will lead us to establishing the firm’s optimalitycondition. In section 7) we will compare the behavior of our firm (decision-making about the
optimal output) with the alternative concepts. We will try to show, that our model is a
generalization of the ones analyzed in the previous part. The following section should provide
us the answer on our core question regarding the major determinants of the firm’s attitude to
risk and its behavior under uncertainty. Based on our model we will formulate nine
propositions about the sensitivity of attitude to risk and optimal output on various parameters.
A.1 We have shown in sections 3)b and 3)c it is mostly accepted fact that the capital structure
puzzle is still an unresolved issue and we still do not know how the firms decide between
bonds and equity. Since we don’t want to judge the relevance of different capital structure
theories, we turn to the positive implications of the usage of equity vs. debt.
We will assume that a firm can partially finance its expansion of production through new
equity shares. At the same time we will assume that the share between equity and bond
financing is exogenously given. The reason might be the existence of optimal debt-equity mix
for the given industry or because of the fact that if the firm finances the production expansion
too extensively (i.e. not zero level) through new shares it will be taken as a negative signal
from the investors with the negative consequences on market value.
A.2 Firms will be assumed to make decisions at discrete intervals: t = 1,…., T. We will
assume that future markets for products do not exist. The absence of future markets implies
that firms cannot sell their output at the time of production and therefore inputs must be paid
significantly before outputs are sold. There is then one period lag between the use of inputs
and the availability of output. In this setting every production decision is inherently a risky
investment decision and our analysis of firm behavior will focus on its willingness to
undertake these risks.
A.3 The decision variable in the model will be the level of production 
i
t q . The output
decisions of firms are assumed to be made by managers who take into account not only profit
maximization criteria (relevant for owners), but also the risk connected with financing the
production and limited predictability of future prices. In making their economic decisions
managers take into account the risk consequences, because it is usually impossible to tell
whether financial bankruptcy was caused by bad luck with projects or by bad management.
Thus, managers will inevitably suffer a stigma associated with bankruptcy (Eaton, Gersovitz,
Stiglitz 1986). This is consistent with a view that managers maximize the probability of their
survival at their positions (Hlaváček, 1999), because the risk of bankruptcy belongs among
the most significant risks faced by managers.
A.4  The technology of the firm is represented by the standard real cost function
7
) (q c c = where  qis level of production, with  0 ) ( ' > q c and  0 ) ( ' ' ≥ q c . Firm’s costs are
increasing with the level of production and a firm’s technology has increasing marginal costs.
A.5 The price level 
i
t P  faced by individual firm is determined by a sectoral random variable
i
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7 Throughout the whole model small letters represent variables in the real terms; the
capital letters represent the nominal values of the same variables.The 
i
t u ~  is the relative price of output of firm and it is exogenously given. It is i.i.d. with a
distribution function F(.) and f(.). The expected relative price of output is assumed to be equal
to unity. The relative prices are important for a firm due to the fact, that expenditures on
inputs are assumed to be dependent on the overall price level (P ), whereas the revenues
from the output produced depend on specific sector price (
i
t P ). The firm operates in
competitive market and it is a price-taker.
A.6 It is assumed that if the nominal net worth position of firm is negative ( 0 < t A ) the firm
goes bankrupt and that all the revenues from the sale of 
i
t q 1 − are distributed to debt-holders.
A.7 In the section 3)d we have defined the term soft budget constraint and we have pointed
out on three forms of the relationship between the firm and the bank consistent with soft
budget constraint. All these forms result in some form of not full or not on-time repayment of
the credit or at least they create the expectation of managers that the firm will have the
freedom not to fully repay.
In our model we will associate the degree to which budget constraint related to debt is soft
with the parameter 
i
t I  . The softness of the budget constraint
8 is exogenous to our model and
the value of the parameter 
i
t I  will range between zero and unity,  1 ; 0 ∈
i
t I . The parameter 
i
t I
can be also understood as a “discount” factor, which managers associate to debt due to soft




t B I  represents the value of debt 
i
t B , which the firm expects that it will be
forced to repay.
The decrease in 
i
t I  will simulate the increase in the degree of softness of the budget
constraint. Under standard market condition 
i
t I is equal to one and the more there is moral
hazard in firm’s decision-making due to soft budget constraint the closer to zero the parameter
i
t I  will be.
As the net worth position is dependent on the level of debt, which the firm has to repay (see
the equation (1) below), the lower  
i
t I  may artificially keep the net worth positive (i.e. the
company would not go to bankruptcy). The A.5 therefore still holds, even though under
standard market conditions ( 1 =
i
t I ) the firm would be bankrupt. However, in compliance
with what we have explained in section 3)d, we assume that 
i
t I being significantly below one
may be possible only in the medium term, but not sustainable in the long run. In the long run
horizon the 
i
t I move towards 1, i.e. standard market conditions, when debts has to be fully
repaid by a firm or the firm has to go to bankruptcy.
A.8 For the sake of simplicity we assume, that the price level does not change between the
periods,  1 + = t t P P . We will denote the price as independent on time,P . Therefore, in this
model, the only source of risk is the relative price of output, because the development of firm
                                                          
8 It is assumed that the degree of softness of the budget constraint is rather firm specific
(e.g. the firm is “too big to fail” or it has strategic importance for state or financing
institution) rather than the feature of the given economic environment. Therefore the notation
is
i
t I and not  t I.specific output price 
i
t P may be different to the development of the input prices P related to
price level.
A.9 We assume that output 
i
t q 1 −  has zero supply elasticity and must be all sold at the
beginning of the following period t, when it becomes available.
5)  Probability of bankruptcy
The nominal net worth position 
i
t A , which determines the solvency of a firm, results from the
production and financing decision made in period t-1. A firm inherits the nominal level of
debt 
i
t B 1 −  and nominal level of new shares
9 
i
t S 1 − in order to pay for the inputs that were
required for producing
i
t q 1 − . Associated with the debt is a contractual interest rate 
i
t r 1 − and the
degree to which the budget constraint is soft 
i
t I . The contractual repayment owed to debt-




t B r 1 1) 1 ( − − + . The nominal net worth position is also determined by the
price 
i
t P at which the firm sells the inherited output 
i
t q 1 − .












t S I B r q P A (1)
The difference between net worth 
i
t A 1 −  and new shares 
i
t S 1 − is straightforward. Net worth is
defined as all assets minus all liabilities. Putting differently, nominal net worth
position
i
t A 1 − represents cumulative nominal book value of old shares (before the period t-1)
plus cumulative nominal value of old profits (before the period t-1). On the other hand new
shares 
i
t S 1 − represent the nominal book value of the new shares issued at the period t-1 as
another source of financing of the production.
A firm borrows 
i
t B  and issues equity 
i
t S  in order to supplement own resources (net worth)
when paying the production costs. The level of required additional financing thus depends on
the difference between the level of costs and net worth position. The firm has two options of
financing this difference: through debt or through issuing a new equity. Since cost function is








t A q Pc S B − = + ) ( (2)
Bankruptcy conditions
In the second stage, after the prices in period t+1 are revealed, the firm goes bankrupt if it is
obliged repay more than their income allows it to do. Using assumption A.6 and equation (1),
we get:
                                                          
9 It is important to notice, that the new shares does not relate to the market value of
those shares, but to the book value of the shares. This is because we focus on shares as an
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Or alternatively we can express this condition by using A.5 and equation (2)
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t = is real new shares. We have thus extracted the external sectoral and
overall price developments on one side ( P P
i
t , ) and the internal structure of firm on the other
side, which shows how big changes of relative prices the company is able to absorb without
going to bankruptcy. The company is more resistant to bankruptcy risk (i.e. decrease of 
i
t u 1 + )
with increase in real net worth position, real new shares issued in period t, decrease in
i
t I  (the
budget constraint is softer) and decrease in nominal contractual interest rate. These
relationships are in compliance with the basic economic intuition.
Probability of bankruptcy and its determinants
A.10 We assume that firms can borrow as much as they wish as long as the lender gets the
expected return amounting 
f
t r + 1 , where 
f
t r  is the risk-free interest rate. The lender takes into
account not only the regular repayments amounting 
i





t u u 1 1
~
+ + ≥ , but also real return 
BT i
t r
, 1+   when a firm is insolvent and when a firm
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Therefore the contractual interest rate is determined according to the following equation:












t r u F u F r r + + − + = + + + (6),
where F(.) is the probability distribution of relative prices and where  ) ( 1
i
t u F +  is defined as the
probability of bankruptcy.
The equation (6) says, that the individual firm pays via its contractual interest rate not only the
opportunity costs (risk free interest rate), but as well, it pays to the lender for the risk, that the
firm will go to bankruptcy a will thus be unable to fully repay the debt. From the very
definition of bankruptcy the return of debt is higher if the firm is solvent (
i
t r + 1 ) than the real
return in case it is bankrupt (
BT i
t r
, 1+ ). As a consequence, the contractual interest rate is
higher than and increasing with the risk-free interest rate, increasing with the probability of



















t r I s a q u F u F + + =  is directly positively
dependent on  
i
t u 1 +  (defined in equation (5)). It is increasing with the increase of interest rate(
i
t r ), “hardness” of budget constraint (
i
t I ) and decreasing with initial real net worth position
(
i
t a ), amount of new shares (
i
t s ). The shape of the distribution function F(.) expresses the
degree of uncertainty concerning future prices.
We can graphically illustrate the logic of this section and the interrelatedness of various
parameters with the probability of bankruptcy. On horizontal axis we put the uncertain




+ ); and on the vertical axis we plot the firm’s gross
margin (black line), return of owners (blue line) and return of bondholders (red line).
Chart 2.  Impact of the major parameters on the probability of bankruptcy







t gm q Pc q P − = + π ). The  gm π  curve is linear, because we keep the production level
constant (i.e. the costs) and we plot the relationship only with uncertain relative prices u ~ .
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t debtors B r = π ) if firm
is solvent or to the income, which is distributed among debtors when a firm is insolvent. If we
sum the return of owners and debtors we get exactly the amount of gross margin for every
level of relative prices.
In the upper part of the Chart 2 we have plotted the probability density f(.) of relative prices.
The area under the density function up to the solvency relative prices 
i
t u 1 +  measures the
probability of bankruptcy  ) ( 1
i
t u F + .
Let’s graphically analyze the impact of major parameters of our model on the probability of
bankruptcy  ) ( 1
i
t u F + for a given 
i
t q .
Firstly, the increase in the contractual interest rate shifts the curve representing the return of




t B r increases. At the same time the return to
owners  owners π  shifts to the right due to the increased repayments to debt-holders. The gross
margin curve remains the same. As a result, this change increases the expected return of
debtors at the expense of owners and also, it increases the probability of bankruptcy, because
i
t u 1 +  increases (see Chart 3).
Chart 3.  Impact of increase in the contractual interest rate on the probability of
bankruptcy
Secondly, the net worth position of firm has a direct impact on the shape of the return curve of
owners as it increases the liability of owners and thus decreases the solvency level of relative
prices 
i
t u 1 + . It might be the case that the net worth position is so high that even in the worst
case, when relative prices are equal to zero, a firm does not need to go bankrupt. In our
scheme the amount of 
i
t A would be bigger than the distance between zero return and the
intersection of gross margin curve with the vertical axis.





) ' (u F
gm π
owners πThirdly, the increase of new shares 
i
t S  has two effects (see Chart 4). It increases owner’s total
liabilities in the same manner as 
i
t A does. Moreover, financing through new shares is an
alternative to bond financing. As the financing through the new shares increases bond
financing decreases. Consequently, the repayments to debtors decrease for all levels of
relative prices,  debtors π  shifts down,  owners π  shifts to the left. Both effects lead to the decrease
of probability of bankruptcy.
Chart 4.  Impact of increase in the new shares on the probability of bankruptcy
Forth, an important factor is also the shape of the distribution of future prices, which
represents the extent of uncertainty. For a given 
i
t u 1 +  the shape of density function directly
influences the size of the area illustrating the probability of bankruptcy  ) ( 1
i
t u F + . Let us define
increase in price uncertainty as a “stretching” of the probability distribution around a constant
mean (Sandmo, 1971). In the Chart 5 the probability function g(.) corresponds to the more
risky distribution of prices (i.e. with higher variance). Consequently, we can see that the
probability of bankruptcy is increasing with the price uncertainty, if the solvency level of
relative prices is lower than unity (i.e. expected level of relative prices) and  ) ( ) ( u G u F < . In
other words, if it is more probable that the firm survives than that it will go bankrupt than
price uncertainty is bad thing from the perspective of its survival.
If the situation is inverse, i.e. if  ' u  is very high and the firm has poor chance for survival, the
increase in price uncertainty may help the firm out of the trouble via extremely high prices.
The probability of bankruptcy thus decreases,  ) ' ( ) ' ( u G u F > . We will analyze this paradox in
more detail in section 8)e, at this point stating these effects on probability of bankruptcy
should be sufficient.









AChart 5.  Impact of increase in the price uncertainty on the probability of
bankruptcy
6)  Firm’s objective function
The managers select the output level so as to maximize expected profit (expected revenues
minus “repayments” to capital providers for financing the costs of production) minus their
personal costs of bankruptcy 
i
t k  (i.e. costs of bankruptcy multiplied by probability of
bankruptcy). The repayments to capital providers include not only repayments to lenders (i.e.
banks), but also notional “repayment” to the investors of the new shares in the amount of
present value of the new shares. The new shares cannot be understood as a part of firm’s
profit, because managers have to minimize the additional financing through new shares 
i
t S
similarly as through the financing through loans. Similar logic thus should be applied.
The objective function with these features can be expressed in the following way:
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t u F Pk r S B I r q P + + − + − + − ,( 7 )
The costs of bankruptcy represent the negative attitude of various stakeholders (especially
managers and employees) towards bankruptcy. The standard theory of firm under uncertainty
(Sandmo, 1971, Gravelle and Rees, 1992) captures the hypothesis, that firm acts to avoid
bankruptcy, by simple assumption, that firm is owner-managed and that this owner maximizes
expected utility of profits with utility function characterized by decreasing marginal utility of
profit. In Greenwald and Stiglitz 1987, 1990 the same idea is embodied in decreasing absolute
Return
) ~ (u g
u ' u
) ( ) ( u G u F <
u ~ 1 0
gm π
) ~ (u f
Probability ' ( ) ' ( u G u F >risk aversion of owner-manager. In this model we focus on firm with divided ownership and
control and therefore consider a manager as a primer decision-maker in a firm. We assume
that managers take into account the personal costs associated with bankruptcy (A.3, similarly
as Greenwald and Stiglitz 1993a). The managers are subject to an agency agreement that
rewards them with a share of profits, but have to bear a large penalty in the event of
bankruptcy (stigma of unsuccessful manager).
A.12 We assume that the bankruptcy costs are increasing with the size of firm, which is
compliance with economic intuition about the reality. The bigger the firm is, the more
managers (and employees) are involved, whose loss of position and income would increase
with the firm’s size. This justification also points out on the consequences of the principal-
agent issues, because the interests of owners and managers are not in full compliance as the
managers include their personal costs into the objective function of a firm, which should be
irrelevant from the owner’s perspective.
We will use quantity as the proxy variable for the firm’s size as it is the only scale variable in





t kq k = (8)
The real bankruptcy costs are linear relationship to the level of production of a firm, where
k is the sensitivity of managers to bankruptcy.
Using equations (8), (2) and assumptions A.5 we can rewrite the same objective function as
























t u F Pkq r S S A q Pc I r q P + + − + − − − + − (9)
We can write the objective function in equation (9) in real terms as follows:
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As only real variables matter in the decision-making about the output, there is no space for






1 +   in the equations even though with a
strict application of our assumptions A.5 and A.8 we could consider this variable being equal
to 1. However, this step is not necessary for seeing the central conclusions of this model and
keeping this item in the equation does not impose so much restriction on the type of
expectation formation as A.5 does.
First order conditions
If above stated assumptions are fulfilled then the firm behavior (real output) is determined by
real interest rates, softness of the budget constraint, technology, firm’s ability to raise new
shares, real equity, real bankruptcy costs and relative price uncertainty.
After simple derivation of equation (10) according to q we get the first order equilibrium
condition
                                                          
10 Besides this reasoning, the dependence of bankruptcy costs on size of a firm is
important from the technical point of view of this model as with bankruptcy costs having
fixed, they could be easily mitigated through expansion of production.0 ) 1 ( ) ) ( ' ( ) 1 (
*
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t r I s a q k η η = and can be understood as risk premium for additional
production.
Exogenous and endogenous variables
Before we turn our attention to the explanation firm’s behavior under uncertainty resulting
from our model, let’s recapitulate the variables and break them up on those which are
exogenous and those which are endogenous. The exogenous parameters are the following:
•  the density of the probability distribution of relative prices f(.),
•  the net worth position 
i
t A ,
•  the risk-free interest rate 
f
t r ,
•  the division of the total amount of the necessary financial resources between debt 
i
t B
and new shares 
i
t S  (capital structure),









•  the softness of the budget constraint 
i
t I ,
•  the sensitivity of managers towards bankruptcy k ,













The model has the following endogenous variables:




t S B +
•  the level of relative prices, when the firm is just solvent 
i
t u ,
•  the contractual interest rate 
i
t r ,
•  the probability of bankruptcy  ) (
i
t u F ,
•  the risk premium associated with bankruptcy/marginal bankruptcy costs  
i
t η ,
•  the optimal level of output 
* i
t q .
                                                          
11 This variable can be eliminated once we would apply A.5.7)  Firm’s supply under uncertainty
The equilibrium condition (13) below is the central outcome of our model. At first (in the
sections a - c) we will try to show that the behavior of our firm is a generalization of the
existing concepts of firm under uncertainty and that it can account for the major conclusions
of the so-far-disjoint concepts presented in sections 3)a - 3)d. Consequently (section 8)), we
will make a sensitivity analysis of the optimal output on the major parameters. This exercise
will allow us to devise nine propositions about the determinants of the firm’s attitude to risk
and the impact on firm behavior. In this way we will answer our core question, which we have
posed at the introduction.
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a.  Neoclassical firm behavior
The first question which is naturally raised by the introduction of price uncertainty and
financing issues is this: how does the optimal output compare with the well-known
neoclassical solution? The traditional neoclassical analysis says that a firm maximizes its
profit and therefore a firm produces up to the point when the market price is equal to the
present value of the marginal costs. This simple profit maximization objective do not take into
account the changes of behavior due to the risk of production. The profit maximization
assumption implies behavior in the risk neutral manner.
We can easily see that standard neoclassical firm behavior is a special case of our model. It is
the situation when:
•  firm faces hard budget constraint ( 1 =
i
t I ) and
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As the event of bankruptcy is possible only when the company is at least partially financed by
debt, the risk premium (
t
i η marginal costs of bankruptcy) is equal to zero. Thus we can write:
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+ η (14)
This outcome is the traditional neoclassical result taking into account the fact that the costs
are paid one period before the output is received and opportunity costs (risk free real interest
rate) thus must be included.b.  Firm behavior with hard budget constraint and bankruptcy risk
If firm faces hard budget constraint ( 1 = t I ), the managers choose the level output according
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The first item on the right hand side represents the marginal costs of production in the
situation when the firm is solely bond-financed ( B MC ). The second item measures, how the
marginal costs change in case the production is partially financed by the issuance of equity.
The contractual interest rate is by definition (equation 6) higher than the risk free interest rate,
because it includes the possibility, that a firm will go bankrupt, whereas risk free interest does
not. The second item is always negative and contributes to decrease of ”marginal costs of
production and financing” (the first two items together,  S B MC + ).
It is interesting to notice, that to the extent a firm can raise new shares
12 on the capital market











) in order to finance its additional production  ) ( '
i
t q c , the marginal costs of
production and financing move towards the level of marginal costs related to traditional risk
neutral firm as we have shown in the previous section.
The third item 
t
i η is another departure from the traditional risk-neutral neoclassical
equilibrium. The bond-financed (or co-financed) firm has to face the risk bankruptcy. As a
consequence the marginal bankruptcy costs 
t
i η (risk premium) are positive. As the marginal
costs of production are increasing, the impact of bankruptcy risk is to restrict optimal output
level, because the marginal costs of production are increasing with quantity. The risk
premium, which lowers the output, increases with the increase in the real interest rates, with
the extent, to which the production expansion is bond-financed, with the increase of
sensitivity of managers to bankruptcy and with decrease in the net worth position (more in
section 8)).
In this way these risks drive wedge between expected prices and marginal costs in traditional
sense. The Chart 6 illustrates the situation graphically.
                                                          
12 As pointed out in the section 4) we assume (A.1) that due to asymmetric information
there is certain level above which issuing new equity shares means negative signal for
potential equity investors leading to the decrease of the market of value of a given firm. A firm
is thus constrained in its decision-making about  how much of the additional production can











. At the same time we realistically assume that a firm does
not buy-out its shares from the market during its expansion and issue the new shares during









.Chart 6.  Risk behavior with hard budget constraint (i.e. I=1)
Let’s compare these outcomes with the models developed by Greenwald and Stiglitz. These
authors consider the situation when a firm is solely bond-financed, because the equity market
is broken down due to asymmetric information. As consequence the second item in the
equation is equal to zero as a firm cannot raise new shares and “marginal costs of production
and financing” are thus higher than with co-financing. At the same time the risk premium
with solely bond-financing is the maximum of the risk premiums associated with co-financing
(bonds and new shares). These both effects lead to a firm with highest possible risk aversion
and lowest optimal level of output from the perspective of our model other things being equal
(see supply curve 
i
B S in Chart 6)
13. In our model new shares work as buffer to absorb risks.
The more the firm has access to equity financing the less risk averse it will be and the supply
curve will be shifting to the right towards supply curve associated with risk neutral firm. In
the Chart 6 this logic is captured by our supply curve 
i
S B S + , which is located in the shadowy
space between Greenwald and Stiglitz’s firm and neoclassical firm.
c.  Firm behavior with soft budget constraint
In this subsection we will analyze the behavior of our modeled firm in the situation, when it
faces a soft budget constraint. In other words, we will look at the consequences, when the
                                                          
13 Using the notation of our model, the optimality condition in Greenwald and Stiglitz
(1993a) would be the following:  )] , ( [ ) ( ' ) 1 ( 1
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0probability, that a firm will have to fully repay its debt obligations, is significantly lower than
unity ( 1 <
i
t I ).
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The second item on the right hand side of the equation will be negative or equal to zero until






t r I r + ≥ + . For the situations near hard budget
constraint the possibility to raise new equity shares will decrease “marginal costs of













more desirable for the managers to finance the production through loans. While we assume
that a firm is not constrained in bond financing (in contrary to new shares), the production









 . Therefore the second item will be equal to
zero.
The third item on the right hand side, the bankruptcy risk premium is lower the softer is the
budget constraint (i.e. the lower is 
i
t I ). More intuitively, the managers of a firm does not feel
so much threatened by a firm’s debt obligations, because they expect the debt will not be
required by banks or will be paid by some other institution (e.g. state, for more see section
3)d) and therefore their bankruptcy risk premium associated with bonds is decreasing with
softness of the budget constraint.
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The equation (16) tells the following story. The first item on the right hand side is the
classical present value of marginal costs of production (see equation 14). The second item
shows how the value of costs is “discounted” via the soft budget constraint. It is negative and
decreasing with the increase in the softness of the budget constraint. In an extreme case, when
the firm has certainty, that it will not have to repay its debt ( 0 =
i
t I ), the managers do not
include the costs into their considerations about optimal output, because the first and second
item clear each other. The third item, the bankruptcy risk premium, is falling towards zero.
As a result the second and third items together are negative for 
i
t I being significantly lower
than unity. The supply of a firm facing soft budget constraint (
i
Í B S 1 , < ) is therefore shifted to




I B q < ) is higher than for a neoclassical risk neutral
firm. Chart 7 illustrates graphically the analytical conclusions.Chart 7.  Risk behavior with soft budget constraint (i.e. I<1)
As we can see from the Chart 7, through introducing the soft budget constraint we have
broadened our model for risk-seeking behavior. In the environment of moral hazard caused by
the possibility of not repaying the loans, the managers highly lever the firms and engage in
risky production. The managers put higher weight to the favorable development of prices,
because they are not so much motivated to reduce the chance of failure and as a result, a firm
produces more even relative to the risk neutral producer.
In the market economies the soft budget constraint is usually not sustainable in the long run
(Kornai, Maskin and Roland 2003). At the moment, when the degree of softness 
i
t I  jumps to
the unity the optimization issue changes rapidly (equation 15). A firm starts to face hard
budget constraint and it causes substantial shrinkage in the production of a firm, because the
firm’s risk behavior with hard budget constraints goes on the same routes as we have drawn in
the previous section. The change in 
i
t I  is exogenous to our model, but it can be caused by e.g.
privatization of state banks (see section 3)d).
8)  The determinants of firm’s attitude to risk and optimal output decisions
In this section we will elaborate on how the major parameters’ of our model influence the
firm’s attitude to risk and its optimal output.
a.  Nominal net worth position and optimal output
Firstly, we will analyze the impact of change in nominal net worth position on optimal output
(i.e. supply of a firm) other things being equal and we will attempt to justify the following


















risk averse behavior risk seeking behavior
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0Result 1: Under price uncertainty stronger net worth position decreases the costs of
production financing, decreases risk premium associated with bankruptcy and therefore,
increases the optimal level of production.
Result 2: There is certain level of equity, above which the impact of increased equity has
insignificant positive impact on optimal level of production.
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We can rewrite this equation so that:
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Let’s see, why the right hand side of the equation (18) is always higher or equal to zero. The
first item represents the change in costs of financing. The contractual interest rate required by
banks is negatively dependent on the net worth position, because probability of bankruptcy
decreases with higher net worth position (see section 5) and the sensitivity of probability of
bankruptcy on different parameters) and the contractual interest increases with the probability
of bankruptcy. As we assume that a firm can only partially finance its expansion through the
issuance of new shares, the difference between marginal costs will be higher than the ability
of firm to raise new shares. This difference is equal to the amount of debt, which is needed for
financing additional unit of production.  As only debt is connected with the contractual
interest rate, the costs of financing will be decreasing with the net worth position and the
whole first item on right hand side will be positive.
The second item, the change in the risk premium associated bankruptcy is also negatively
dependent on the net worth position, because stronger net worth position decreases the
probability of bankruptcy and lower probability of bankruptcy decreases risk premium. The
second item is thus also positive. As we assume that marginal costs are increasing with












This argumentation is related to the Result 1.
In addition, the minimum of contractual interest rate is risk free interest rate (i.e. opportunity
costs) and the minimum of risk premium is zero. Consequently, there is an upper limit of
aabove which the decrease of interest rate and bankruptcy premium due to the increase in
awill be close to zero. This logic relates to the proposition 2.Chart 8.  Net worth position and optimal output
The Chart 8 illustrates the Result 1 and 2 and compares the impact of net worth position in
our model with the impact in alternative concepts. The black line 
*
n r q −  is the optimal output
for neoclassical risk-neutral firm, which maximizes the expected value of profits. The red line
*
a r q − illustrates the output for the normal model of firm under uncertainty (Sandmo, 1971),
which maximizes the expected utility of owners, which are assumed to be risk averse. As a
consequence the output is smaller than for risk neutral firm (section 3)). In both cases the
output level is independent on the net worth position.
In contrary, the blue line 
*
m q represents optimal output for a firm in our model, which is co-
determined by the net worth position. The exact position of 
*
m q  line depends also on other
variables, but in principle, the optimal level of output increases with a (Result 1) until it
reaches the level of production associated with risk neutral firm and then it remains constant
(Result 2). The positive relationship between level of equity and level of production is
concluded also in Greenwald and Stiglitz (1990, 1993a).
b.  Interest rate and optimal output
Secondly, we will deal with the impact of a change in interest rates on the optimal output. As
the contractual interest rate is determined by the equation (6), the only exogenous interest rate
in our model is the risk-free interest rate.
Result 3: Under price uncertainty the increase of risk-free interest rate increases the costs of
financing and increases the risk premium associated with bankruptcy and therefore,
decreases the optimal level of production. Moreover, the optimal output decreases faster than
for risk-neutral firm.
Proceeding in the same way as previously, we get the following condition after differentiating


































































The right hand side of the equation (19) is always negative. The contractual interest rate
increases with the increase in the risk-free interest rate. The first and second item are thus
negative, in other words costs of financing are increasing. The marginal bankruptcy costs of
managers increase due to the increase in probability of bankruptcy resulting from the increase
a
*




a r q −
* q
0in risk-free interest rate. Hence the third item is negative. Therefore there is negative












Chart 9.  Interest rate and optimal output
Let’s compare the impact in various models. For traditional risk-neutral producer the decrease
of output is determined by the increase of opportunity costs represented by risk-free interest
rate (equation 13), whereas for a firm in our model, there are two effects: firstly increase in
opportunity costs as for risk-neutral firm and secondly, the increase in risk premium required
by managers. Therefore, for both producers the impact is negative, but in our model the effect
is larger. For standard producer under uncertainty (Sandmo, 1971) the degree of risk aversion
is exogenously given and thus independent on interest rate. The effect of increased interest
rate will thus be the same as for risk-neutral producer.
c.  Sensitivity of managers on bankruptcy and optimal output
Third, we will deal with effect of increased sensitivity of managers on bankruptcy k . This
variable represents the aversion of managers towards bankruptcy, i.e. how big stigma they had
to bear if a firm, which they manage, has to go to bankruptcy. It is therefore closely related to
the socio-economical environment, in which a firm (resp. managers) operates and by the
extent, to which the future prospects of managers are harmed by the bankruptcy.
Result 4: Under price uncertainty the increase of sensitivity of managers on bankruptcy
increases the risk premium associated with bankruptcy and therefore, decreases the optimal
level of production.
After differentiating the optimality condition, we get:
k k
q
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The logic is straightforward. The aversion of managers to bankruptcy does not influence the
cost of financing as was the case for previous variables, but relates only to the risk premium
“required” by managers. Using equation (11) we can see the risk premium is increasing in k .
As we assume the marginal costs being increasing in quantity, the optimal output has to be
















a r q −
0Chart 10.  Sensitivity of managers on bankruptcy and optimal output
The Chart 10 captures the negative relationship between the optimal output and bankruptcy
aversion of managers. This relationship is not present in the neoclassical theory of firm and
standard theory of firm under uncertainty. In Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993a) this conclusion
is not explicitly mentioned, although it is possible to derive it from their model.
d.  Financing through new shares and optimal output
Forth, we will have a close look at the role of new shares in determining the behavior of a
firm. We have briefly touched the importance of this variable in section 7)b when we were
showing the connections between the existing theories of firm under uncertainty and the
unifying nature of our model.
Result 5: Under price uncertainty the increase in financing through new shares decreases the
costs of financing, decreases the risk premium associated with bankruptcy and therefore,
increases the optimal level of production.
Result 6: There is certain level of new shares, above which the impact of financing through
new shares has insignificant positive impact on optimal level of production.


















































The costs of financing are decreasing with the increase of new shares, because the probability
of bankruptcy decreases and banks thus lower the required level of interest rate (equation 6).
The contractual interest rate is decreasing towards the risk-free interest rate. The risk premium
is also decreasing with the level of new shares and it has its limit equal to zero. Therefore, the
                                                          









is constant and as was defined earlier, it is the share of the costs of additional unit of









represents the impact of
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effects will be small for high levels of new shares.
This condition very much resembles the situation for the net worth position as one would
intuitively expect. However, there is one important distinction. As was mentioned earlier net
worth position 
i
t a  represents the heritage, i.e. the sum of the past decisions of managers about
financing and production levels, which turned out into profits or losses. On the other hand,
new shares are targeted to the future. Unfortunately, the existing models (Greenwald and
Stiglitz, 1990, 1993a) in this area do not give managers any space to decide between bonds
and new equity shares. Therefore, there is now way for managers how to avoid full bond
financing with maximum repayments obligations, maximum bankruptcy risk and lower levels
of production.









and instead we assume, that
a firm can be partially financed by new shares and in this way partially reduce the bond
financing. The extent of new-shares-financing, above which there would have negative impact
on market value, is exogenous and depends on the economic environment (e.g. the type of
industry, degree to which capital market is matured or historical experience - path
dependency).
Chart 11.  New shares and optimal output
The Chart 11 illustrates these relationships and the independence of output on financing in
theory of risk-neutral firm and theory of risk-averse firm (Sandmo, 1971). In our model, the
optimal output is increasing up to the level of production associated with risk-neutral firm,











rotates to the right) the higher is the level of production. We can easily see that if we take the





 and thus 0 = s , the
level of production under uncertainty will be the lowest possible. Their models thus work as a
special case of our model as we have discussed already in section 7)b.
s
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0e.  Degree of price uncertainty and optimal output
Fifth, we may describe the marginal impact of price uncertainty, i.e. the effect of making a
given distribution more risky. In section 5) we have defined the increase in price uncertainty
as a “stretching” of the probability distribution around a constant mean and we have shown
the slightly paradoxical impact of increased variance on the probability of bankruptcy.
The parameters or determinants we have analyzed so far influence first the solvency level of
relative prices u  and then through the probability of bankruptcy they usually change the
contractual interest rate and the risk premium. This time we keep the solvency level constant
and we model the impact of the changes in distribution function F(.). The change in the shape
of distribution function is in fact another channel for changes of probability of bankruptcy.
It is not obvious how the increased variance can be formalized in the similar manner we have
demonstrated the changes in firm’s risk behavior for other parameters. Let’s define subsidiary
function  ) , ( σ u X . This function expresses the probability of bankruptcy, which depends not
only on the solvency level of relative prices u as is the case of our ) (u F , but also on the shape
of the probability distribution, specifically on its variance. Probability of bankruptcy  ) (u F ,
which we have used so far, is based on distribution function, which has specified mean being
equal to one and which has given constant variance  f σ  .
In contrast, the subsidiary probability of bankruptcy  ) , ( σ u X represents the value of the
distribution function for different levels of u  and different levels of uncertainty represented
byσ .   ) , ( σ u X  has the same distribution function F(.), it has the same mean, but the variance
is additional variable in comparison to  ) (u F . We can imagine the departure from  ) (u F  to
) , ( σ u X  as adding another dimension σ . Therefore,  ) ( ) , ( u F u X f = σ , if the “variable”
variance in subsidiary probability of bankruptcy is the same as the given variance hidden in
our original probability of bankruptcy.
Let’s substitute the original probability of bankruptcy with the subsidiary one and let’s
differentiate the optimality condition (13) according uncertainty, which we have proxied by
the variance. We get:
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t u X
). We have already analyzed this relationship in section 5) (Chart 5)
and we have concluded, that for firms, which expect to be solvent also after the uncertain
output prices will be revealed, the increased variance increases the probability of bankruptcy.
The inverse effect of uncertainty is present for firms facing high probability of bankruptcy.
The probability of firm’s survival is defined as one minus the probability of bankruptcy. Then
if the probability of bankruptcy is higher than the probability of firm’s survival (i.e.
probability of bankruptcy is more than one half) the big variance of prices may rather help the










) if the firm’s solvency level of relative prices is lower than one ( 1 < u ). The









if 1 > u .
The remaining analysis of the equation (22) is similar to what we have done for other

























.  The overall





 thus depends on the financial situation of
the firm (i.e. the solvency level of relative prices 
i
t u ).
Result 7: If the probability of bankruptcy is lower than the probability of the firm’s survival,
than the increase in the price uncertainty increases the costs of financing and the risk
premium associated with bankruptcy and therefore, decreases the optimal level of production.
Result 8: If the probability of bankruptcy is higher than the probability of the firm’s survival,
than the increase in the price uncertainty increases the optimal level of production.
In other words, under normal circumstances, when firm will go bankrupt only in case of
extremely adverse market conditions (low prices), the increased price uncertainty induces the
firm to reduce its output level. On the other hand, if the firm has financial troubles and it is
probable that it will have to leave the market unless something material happens, then the firm
welcomes the increased uncertainty of its output prices and increases the optimal output in
order to increase the chance that the firm will get of the troubles. In this situation the firm has
an incentive to gamble way out of the coming insolvency by the risky investments and risky
levels of production.
Let’s compare. As the traditional risk-neutral firm does not take into account the changes in
the price uncertainty, it does not change its optimal output and its supply 
*
n r q −  is independent
on the level of price uncertainty. The major departure of normal theories of firm under price
uncertainty is their conclusion, that an increase in price uncertainty causes a decline in
production 
*
a r q −  due to the risk-averse nature of firm’s decision-making.
Greenwald and Stiglitz’s model (1993a) conclude the negative relationship between the
degree of uncertainty and the optimal output as well. However, on other places Stiglitz (1994)
points out on the incentives of insolvent banks to make high-risk loans in order to avoid
insolvency and uses a similar logic we explained for the case of our firm.  This phenomenon
is theoretically explained also on number other places. For example Hlaváček (1999, pp. 106-
110) uses his model of firm, which maximizes the probability of its survival, and he argues
that there are situations, which force the firm to behave in risk-seeking manner even though
normally the firm would behave in risk averse manner. The immediate threat of firm’s
liquidation is taken as an example of such a situation.Chart 12.  Price uncertainty and optimal output
15
f.  Softness of the budget constraint and optimal output
Sixth, we will analyze the impact of the soft budget constraint on optimal level of production,
i.e. the situations when loans are offered to the financially troubled firms and when the
repayment terms in loan contracts are relaxed.
Result 9: Under price uncertainty increase in the softness of the budget constraint decreases
the costs of financing, decreases the risk premium associated with bankruptcy, discounts the
value of debt perceived by managers and therefore, increases the optimal level of production.








































































The impact of the soft budget constraint on firm behavior is slightly more complicated in
comparison to other variables as we can see from the equation (23). There are two effects
similar to preceding variables: the change in financing costs and the change in risk premium
(first and second item on the right hand side). The contractual interest rate defined in equation
6 decreases with the degree of softness of the budget constraint and thus decreases the cost of
financing. Softer budget constraint also decreases the threat for managers that a firm will go
to bankruptcy (probability of bankruptcy) and therefore risk premium decreases as well.
                                                          
15 Although we plot 
*
a r q −  steeper than 
*
1 , < u m q  in the first chart, the sensitivities of optimal
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1 , > u m q
0These two effects will push a firm to the level of production of risk-neutral firm (similarly as
new shares and net worth position)
16.
Moreover, in an environment of soft budget constraint managers “discount” the value of costs
financed by debt, because they do not feel the necessity to fully repay the debt due to the
relaxed repayment terms. This effect is represented by the third item, which is constantly
negative. This third effect can push a firm into production levels even higher than for risk
neutral firm and ex post this production expansion can be considered as excessively risky.
Chart 13.  Softness of the budget constraint and optimal output
All three effects lead to the negative relationship between hardness of the budget constraint











). Chart 13 illustrates the logic graphically. The
increase in optimal output 
*
m q  is faster below the level of production of risk neutral firm,
because all three effects are present. Above  
*
n r q −  the output   
*
m q  is growing in slower pace as
only third effect (managers discount production costs financed by debt) is at work. Therefore,
due to the soft budget constraint a firm can behave in risk-seeking manner. To the knowledge
of the author, the risk-seeking behavior is not explainable in the framework of neither the
standard theory of firm under uncertainty (Sandmo, 1971) nor by the New Keynesians
(Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1993a). These theoretical streams have not attempted to incorporate
the major insights of the soft budget constraint literature into their models.
g.  Summary
The Table 2 below provides an at-the-first-glance comparison of the major Results of our
model with the main benchmark concepts. The more detailed comparison we have done in the
sections above. The sign “1” means that the given Result is possible to derive from the model,
whereas “0” say that it is not present there.
                                                          
16 Although there certainly is a qualitative difference between the increase of output due
to new shares or stronger net worth position vs. due to soft budget constraint, at this moment
we omit the discussion, if this increased production is healthy and sustainable in the longer









a r q −Table 2. Comparison of Results of our model with alternative concepts























It is important to say, that the Table 2 does not intend to imply that this model is better than
the other ones. The most of results presented here are compatible with several alternative sets
of assumptions about financial markets, investment opportunities and the structure of
ownership. The concepts, which we have departed from, may provide more in-depth analysis
on the specific issues they focus. But from the perspective of the question we have posed at
the beginning of the paper they do not offer a complete picture.
9)  Conclusions
In paper we have examined the risk behavior of competitive firm under price uncertainty. The
aim was to find the answer for the question posed in the introduction: “What are the major
determinants of the firm’s attitude to risk and therefore of the firm’s willingness to produce
under uncertainty?” In doing so, we have used the following logical framework: financing →
attitude to risk → optimal level of output.
We have developed a model of firm, where the managers are the primer decision-makers. In
compliance with the approach of Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993a) we assume, that managers
maximize the expected profit and in addition they associate personal costs with bankruptcy.
This is due to the fact, that manager’s reputation and value on the manager’s market may be
harmed due to bankruptcy.
Unique to our model is more general approach to the firm’s financing possibilities and
conditions. Our firm is not restricted to only debt-financing as is assumed in otherwise-very-
inspiring model of Greenwald and Stiglitz (1993a), which implies risk averse behavior of firm
and lower optimal output level. In our opinion, the story is more complex. Based on other
theoretical concepts mostly from agency theory and soft budget constraint literature we have
incorporated other plausible assumptions about firm’s financing; most importantly: partial
access to the equity market and possible existence of the soft budget constraint related to debt-
financing. This allowed us to formulate the conditions, under which the firm is induced to
behave in more risk averse vs. risky manner.
Our model thus provides relatively very comprehensive endogeneisation of the firm’s attitude
to risk, which ranges from strongly risk averse behavior to risk seeking behavior and which tothe extent of our knowledge is not present in the existing literature. The existing models of
firm either assume the firm’s attitude to risk (e.g. Sandmo, 1971), or focus on the explanation
of certain type of attitude to risk; risk averse behavior is explained by e.g. Greenwald and
Stiglitz (1993a) on one hand and risk seeking behavior enlightened by e.g. Krugman (1998)
on the other hand. We have shown that from the perspective of our core question these
concepts can be understood as special cases to the model developed above.
The attitude to risk directly influences the firm’s willingness to produce in the environment of
uncertainty. The presence of uncertainty thus changes many of the predictions of neoclassical
theory of firm under certainty, where the only important determinants of firm’s optimal output
are technology and relative prices. Based on the results of our model we have devised nine
propositions about the determinants of the firm’s production behavior under uncertainty. Out
of them the following considerations were found as the most interesting ones.
Firstly, firms with stronger net worth position and with more ready access to the equity
market will tend to produce more other things being equal. The impact of these parameters is
decreasing with their absolute value (i.e. output level is a concave function of these
parameters) with maximum being at the level associated with the traditional neoclassical firm.
Secondly, the degree of price uncertainty (measured by mean-preserving changes in the
variance of future prices) has dual effect depending on financial shape of the given firm.
Under normal circumstances, when the probability of bankruptcy is relatively low, the
increase in the price uncertainty will lead to the output reduction. On the other hand, the firm
balancing at the verge of bankruptcy will be tempted by the increased uncertainty towards
higher levels of production.
Thirdly, the soft budget constraint leads to the output expansion. The optimal output level of
our firm facing soft budget constraint may get even above the neoclassical optimal output
level. As we assume that in the market economy the soft budget constraint is not sustainable
in the long run horizon, this behavior only creates short run production up-and-downs.
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